D
espite suppression of viral replication during ART, HIV reservoirs, measured by the number of resting CD4 + T cells with infectious virus induced in cell culture, decline slowly (1) . The mechanisms hypothesized to allow infectious proviruses to persist include long-lived latently infected cells (1); low-level HIV replication (2) , potentially due to insufficient intracellular drug concentrations (3) (4) (5) ; and the proliferation of HIV-infected cells (2, (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . During ART, subpopulations of cells with identical HIV sequences comprise a progressively larger proportion of the persisting viral genomes (8) , suggesting that proliferation of infected cells helps maintain the HIV reservoir. To further evaluate the contribution of infectedcell proliferation to HIV persistence, we developed a method [integration site loop amplification (ISLA)] to define sites of HIV integration in single cells and sequence up to 2.8 kb of the 3′ region of the viral genome adjacent to the integration site, allowing us to link specific viral variants to specific integration sites ( fig. S1 ).
A total of 534 proviral integration sites were sequenced from three participants (B1, L1, and R1) at three time points each: after 1 to 2.3, 4.1 to 8.2, and 11.3 to 12.7 years of suppressive ART (Fig. 1 , A to C). HIV integration at the same chromosomal site was found in multiple cells within each participant throughout follow-up, whereas no identical integration sites were shared by different participants, suggesting that HIVinfected cells proliferate, as reported (2, (6) (7) (8) .
The hypothesis was further investigated by comparisons of the viral genomes in 63 integration sites. When HIV C2V5 env sequences shared a specific integration site, the env sequences [~625 base pairs (bp)] were identical (n = 31 C2V5 env sequences from 13 integration sites, except for one pair of sequences with a 1-bp difference). In contrast, among proviruses integrated at different positions in the human genome (n = 45 unique integration sites), C2V5 env sequences were distinct except for three groups from participant B1 ( fig. S2 ) (13 out of 13 versus 3 out of 45; P < 0.0001). Sequences of the entire C2env-nef-3′LTR (long terminal repeat) region (~2.8 kb) from these three groups of proviruses had 2 to 39 nucleotide differences, indicating that many were distinct viruses ( fig. S2 ). In comparison, eight pairs of C2env-nef-3′LTR sequences with identical integration sites differed by 0 to 2 bases (mean 0.9), an error rate consistent with misincorporations during the ISLA protocol. Phylogenetic analyses of 396 additional HIV env sequences (8), together with those from the ISLA method, revealed multiple additional identical viral sequences (8) , strongly suggesting that multiple HIV-infected clonal cell populations persist during ART ( Fig. 2 and figs. S2 and S3).
Three approaches were used to explore whether the distribution of HIV integration sites observed was random or shaped by selective forces. Specifically, we examined the distribution of HIV integrations in genes associated with cancer, regulation of cell proliferation, or cell survival.
First, proviral integration sites were examined for overrepresentation in cancer-associated genes from five combined sources (n = 1332 unique genes) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . Across the three participants, 12.5% (36 out of 288) of the unique genes from all proviral integrations were annotated as associated with cancer (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) , compared with only 5.19% (1332 out of 25,660) of the human genes in the human genome (P < 0.0001). In addition, unique integrations in proliferating HIV-infected cells (defined as identical integration sites derived from ≥2 separate cells) (table S1, A to C) were also increased in cancer-associated genes (6 out of 34, 17.65% versus 1332 out of 25,660, 5.2%; P = 0.0076), which suggests that HIV integration could disrupt the regulation of these genes, as is known to occur during tumor induction by nonacute oncogenic retroviruses (16) .
Second, given that HIV integrates preferentially into actively transcribed genes, especially those activated upon HIV infection (17) (18) (19) , we compared our participants' integration sites to the >44,000 integration sites mapped in acutely infected CD4 + T cells (Jurkat cells). The majority of our participants' proviruses were integrated within genes (425 out of 534, 79.6%) (Fig. 1 , A to C), particularly within introns (337 out of 425, 79.1%), as previously observed (9, 17, 20) . The frequency of unique proviral integration sites in cancer-associated genes (12.70%) was similar to those mapped in the acutely infected Jurkat cells (11.14%) (21) . However, our participants' integration sites in proliferating cells were enriched for cancer-associated genes over samples of the same size from the Jurkat cell data set (P = 0.0486). In the Jurkat cell data set, 11.14% of integrations were found in cancer genes, compared with 15.97% in our participants (P = 0.0828).
Importantly, the frequency of proliferating cells significantly increased through time on ART ( Fig. 1 , D to F), both when considering all integration sites (P = 0.0013) and when considering only unique integration sites (P = 0.0048) (Fig. 1 , D to F). However, unique integrations into cancer genes did not increase over time. These findings suggest that HIV integrates preferentially into cancer-associated and other genes that A neighbor-joining tree was generated using viral gene sequences derived from PBMC DNA from participant L1 by single-genome sequencing, including from this (with integration sites determined) and a previous study (8) . Identical sequences are collapsed into horizontal strings of symbols. The year the blood specimen was collected is shown by different colored symbols (see the color key). When an env gene was linked to an integration site, a dotted line was drawn from the symbols to the gene name corresponding to that integration site.The text color of the gene name indicates the year that the specimen was collected with a specific integration site, using the same color key. Participant L1 was perinatally infected with HIV-1, and viral sequences from his mother are shown with open boxes. The horizontal scale indicates a 1% difference between sequences. Asterisks after the year indicate cancer-associated genes time points that integration sites were determined, and § indicates genes with GO terms from the list of hallmarks of cancer (25) .Three proviruses (indicated in the figure) were found to be defective as a result of hypermutation (assessed using the tool at www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/HYPERMUT/hypermut.html), resulting in the introduction of stop codons into the env genes of all three sequences.
promote cell proliferation in a manner distinct from homoeostatic proliferation (7, 22) . The increasing overrepresentation of proliferating cells containing proviruses suggests that HIV integration plays a mechanistic role in infected cell survival during ART.
Our third approach examined gene ontology in order to associate integration sites with biological processes (GO terms). The unique HIV integrations in our participants were enriched in genes controlling cell proliferation (table S2) and were overrepresented in hallmark cancer GO terms (23-25) when compared with integrations from the Jurkat cell data set (51.29% versus 41.96%; P = 0.0001). Integrations in proliferating cells were also highly enriched in the 10 hallmarks of cancer gene categories considered together compared with the Jurkat cell dataset (P < 0.0001). Among the 43 hallmark GO terms, significant enrichment was observed for three terms linked to the regulation of cell proliferation or survival (each P < 0.0001), including negative regulation of cell cycle (GO:0045786), cell adhesion (GO:0007162), and DNA repair (GO:0006281). This suggests that HIV integration may promote proliferation and persistence of infected cells.
Three genes have been favored for HIV integration in cell lines: CREBBP, FBX11, and DNMT1 (18). We detected HIV integrated into the cancer gene CREBBP in participants B1 and R1 after 7 and 8.2 years of ART, respectively, indicating that some sites of preferential integration may affect cell survival. However, because we detected only a single integrant in each participant, our findings do not reveal whether integration into CREBBP potentiated cell proliferation. Interestingly, among the 288 unique virus integration sites detected within genes, 12 (ANKRD13C, BACH2, C2CD3, CREBBP, HNRNPUL1, IKZF3, KCTD13, MAPK1, OXCT1, STAT5B, ST8SIA4, and TRAPPC10) had proviruses in two of our three participants (table S1), an unusually high number (P = 0.0264), suggesting that these regions favor HIV integration and/or survival.
A comparison of our results to published studies of integration sites detected during ART (9, 10, 26, 27 ) revealed a striking persistence of cells with HIV integrated into basic leucine zipper transcription factor 2 (BACH2), a transcription regulator with numerous biological functionsincluding tumor suppressor functions in B cells (28) , regulating immune activation (29) , maintaining naïve T cells, and regulating generation of effector-memory T cells (30)-and it is the target of Menin binding for regulation of CD4 T cell senescence and cytokine homeostasis (31) . HIV integrations were mapped to seven positions in BACH2 in participant L1 and 2 positions in participant R1 (Fig. 3) . Despite uneven sampling of HIV integration sites during ART, proviruses were detected in the BACH2 gene of 7 of 28 individuals previously reported; at 0 out of 74 sites in 16 individuals (26, 33), 37 out of 442 sites in 2 of 3 individuals (9), 1 out of 63 sites in 1 of 8 individuals (27) , and 4 out of 23 sites in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from 1 person (10) . All of these integrations occurred in intron 5, just upstream from the start codon of BACH2, and all in the same transcriptional orientation as the gene (Fig. 3) . In contrast, among the >44,000 integration sites in the Jurkat cell data set (21) , only one integration into intron 5 of BACH2 was found (Fig. 3) , and none among the integration sites evaluated in other studies of various cultured cells (17, 19, 34) . The finding of disproportionate integrations into this intron of BACH2 in proliferating and persisting cells strongly suggest that this event favors cell survival; HIV integration just upstream of the start of the coding sequence could lead to promoter insertion-mediated activation (16) and thus dysregulation of the BACH2 gene. Indeed, another BACH2 intron is a target for integration by murine leukemia viruses found in B cell lymphomas of mice (32) .
The most extreme case of proliferation (31% of infected cells in participant L1) was found with provirus integrated into MDC1 (mediator of DNA damage checkpoint 1), corresponding to cell expansion by a factor of~4 × 10 8 in vivo. However, our study design likely underestimates the occurrence of HIV integration into genes that favor cell proliferation. First, sampling of integration sites was limited, and examination of phylogenetic trees suggests additional proliferating cell populations for which integration sites were not derived (Fig. 2 and figs. S2 and S3) . Second, 20% of the integration sites were outside of gene coding regions, and these regions were not assessed for associations with cancer or cell survival, although many were noted within proliferating cells (Fig. 1) . Third, cancer databases often omit genes associated infrequently with cancers, and given the rapid rate that new cancer genes are reported (12) gene. Also, mutations in IZKF3, which also had HIV integrations detected in two of our three participants, was recently associated with a form of acute lymphoblastic leukemia (35) . Fourth, as somatic mutations that "drive" cancers are estimated to only convey a 0.4% growth advantage (36) , HIV integration into genes with subtle enhancement of cell proliferation may be difficult to detect as clonal due to our limited sampling.
HIV-infected cells that express viral proteins are likely to be eliminated by immune surveillance, or virus replication may lead to cell lysis. Whether the proliferating and persisting HIV-infected cells that we describe harbor replication-competent virus is critical to defining their role in perpetuating the infectious virus reservoir. Undoubtedly, some clonal populations persist due to defects in expression of the proviral genome (9, 10, 37). Although we did not evaluate viral sequences for replication competency, lethally hypermutated viral genomes were linked to three integration sites (Fig. 2) . However, cells producing viremias with identical env sequences have been shown to harbor replication-competent virus (38) . Also, approximately 12% of proviruses refractory to in vitro induction were found to have intact genomes and may be infectious (27) . Although transcriptional interference was not detected in the aforementioned noninduced viral transcripts (26, 27) , others have observed that the site of integration may cause transcriptional interference (34, (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) .
In conclusion, HIV integration into genes associated with cancer or cell cycle regulation appears to confer a survival advantage that allows these cells to persist during suppressive ART, with cell proliferation appearing to serve as an important mechanism of HIV persistence. To be defined are the mechanisms contributing to cell proliferation, the role of proliferating cells in perpetuating the infectious virus reservoir, and whether therapies that target HIV-infected proliferating cells, specific genes, or their products may contribute to a curative strategy for HIV infection.
